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Abstract
The questions that can arise from the users searching for domain-specific answers can hardly be answered
with Web search engines. A corpus-dedicated platform is generally needed. In this paper, we present
how the Wikibase environment can be employed to make documents searchable efficiently. We use this
environment for the Disability Wiki platform. Search for information can be both on the metadata as
well as on the content of the documents.
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1. Introduction

The need for information for users is achieved by search techniques over the web. There are
at least 2.46 billion pages indexed on the World Wide Web. Communities express their need
to search for available domain-specific data and documents. This is the case for the disability
and human rights community, where individuals, advocacy groups, as well as decision-makers
seek better information access[1][2]. Searching for disability information on the Web returns
information which is far too general for advocacy. Therefore, there is a need for online search
engines that can target data and documents in this domain, and that can answer the queries
of stakeholders. This demo paper shows the result of the Disability Wiki project which aims
at providing a platform for improving the access to information in this field. We present
how the Wikibase environment1 is used as a platform for domain information in the form
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of data and documents (structured and unstructured data). We further demonstrate how a
question-answering system can be applied to provide useful access to this corpus.

2. Related Work

Question Answering over documents is an open research topic. There are existing solutions
employing computer vision to query the documents [3] [4] and solutions to express the content
of a document as a knowledge graph which can be searched [5]. The paper [6] makes a domain-
specific knowledge graph from the documents in biology, but it is not extendable to other
domains. Anteghini et al. [7] represents community information in Wikibase and proposes an
ontology which is only domain-specific to slavery documents. As far as we know, no proposal
has been made yet to use the Wikibase infrastructure to model document meta-data, and to
query simultaneously both the meta-data and the document contents.

3. The Disability Wiki platform

The overall Disability Wiki platform consists roughly of a Wikibase instance, a website to
upload documents and to question the platform, and a question-answering engine.

3.1. Representing documents in Wikibase

The Wikibase environment uses an RDF-compliant data modelling approach. Therefore, we
propose an ontology to represent the metadata related to documents (Figure 1). In this ontology
the concepts author, institution, upload date, topic (etc.) are proposed, as well as the concept of
content box which corresponds to any part of a document. The ontology uses the data types
offered by Wikibase2

3.2. Setting up a Wikibase instance

An instance of a Wikibase is created and initiated with items and properties3. These items and
properties correspond respectively to the concepts and the relations of the ontology. Properties
represent relations between the document and the metadata in the Disability Wikibase. We
employ the glossary which is generated manually by domain-experts containing disability-
specific topics and their aliases and is added to Wikibase as items.

3.3. Question-answering engine

The Disability Wiki platform implements the QAnswer question-answering engine. It can query
over both knowledge graphs[8] and documents[9] to provide an answer with the maximum
confidence score. There is a fallback to elastic search[10] in case the confidence level is below a
certain defined threshold. A domain expert in disability studies can provide feedback to validate
the answer to the question, which is used to train the QA engine further.

2https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Help:Data_type
3https://disabilitywiki.univ-st-etienne.fr/wiki/The_Disability_Wikibase
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Figure 1: Ontology to represent the documents in Wikibase

3.4. Disability Wiki Website

The Disability Wiki platform appears to the users as a website4. Authorised users can log in
and upload documents. Document meta data are stored in the Wikibase. Any web user can
visit the website to query the platform, i.e. write text questions sent over the Wikibase and the
uploaded documents.

4. System implementation

4.1. System description

The question answering system utilises two datasets, which are the RDF data and documents.
The RDF data is generated from the Wikibase and dumped to QAnswer KG[8] service for
indexing. The domain documents are uploaded as PDF in a separate dataset.

4.2. Querying the Disability Wiki platform

The system can answer different types of questions on the platform,

• Searching for single words and definitions. The answers are brought from Wikibase for it
matches knowledge expressed by domain experts in their glossary. For example, ”What
is the definition of Disability?” and ”rural area definition”

4http://disabilityrightsweb.univ-st-etienne.fr/
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Figure 2: Description of the system employed for Question Answering over domain specific corpus

Figure 3: Result of the query: ”What is the meaning of ADAPT?”. The screenshot shows the response
which was retrieved employing QAnswer on free-text of the documents.

• Querying metadata of a document. For example, ”give me text related to discrimination
and addiction” or ”subject of crpd article 11” (See figure 4)

• Getting answers from the documents. The system can give answers with high confidence
like for example: ”What is the meaning of ADAPT?” (see Figure 3) or it can lead to an
exploratory search with answers having comparable confidence, for instance: ”What is
ableism?”

• Searching for keywords in the document corpus. For example, ”ableism mortality” will
be answered back with documents containing these words.

Demonstration

We provide the link to the current version of the system at:
http://demo-disabilityrightsweb.univ-st-etienne.fr/

Moreover, by clicking on the above figure or examples you will be redirected to the demo.

5. Conclusion

With this demo paper, we demonstrate how the Wikibase environment can be used to model a
document’s metadata and how question answering over community document corpora can be
done by combining the document’s metadata in RDF(Resource Description Framework) with
the content of the document in free-text. We also demonstrate the different types of questions
that can arise on searching over document-specific corpora, and how our system can answer
these types of questions.
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Figure 4: Result of the query: ”subject of crpd article 11”. The screenshot shows the response which
was retrieved employing QAnswer on the Disability Knowledge Graph.
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